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DISCLAIMER 

This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the United States 
Government. While this document is believed to contain correct information, neither the 
United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor the Regents of the University of 
California, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not 
infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, 
process, or service by its trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not 
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 
United States Government or any agency thereof, or the Regents of the University of 
California. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof or the Regents of the 
University of California. 



INTRODUCTION 

This booklet will answer your questions on air leakage and 
describe, step by step, how you can reduce costly air leaks while 
maintaining or improving your indoor air quality. Most of the steps 
are very inexpensive, and all of them can be done easily and safely, 
even by someone with no previous experience in home repairs. 

Air leakage may account for 1/3 to 1/2 of your winter heating and 
summer cooling bill. At a time when fuel prices are rising, this loss 
represents an unnecessary expense and a waste of our energy 
resources. Once you have identified the air leaks in your home, 
reducing air leakage is one of the cheapest and simplest projects you 
can undertake to save money on heating and air conditioning. 

Ideally, these steps should be taken before you insulate your 
house. Insulation is much more effective in a house that is well 
sealed against the weather. If you have already insulated your 
house, the measures described will still allow you to lower your 
energy costs. 

If you rent your house, read the sections on finding the leaky 
areas and see whether your landlord will do the necessary repairs. If 
not, doing them yourself will lower your heating bills and increase 
the comfort of your home. 

While this booklet refers mainly to winter heat loss, the measures 
described are also applicable to houses in warm climates where 
cooling losses are large. 

INFILTRATION 

VENTILATION 

AIR LEAKAGE 
Infiltration is the uncontrolled leakage of 
outside air coming into your house. Air enters 
through cracks and leaky joints in the exterior 
walls of the building-around doors, win
dows, chimneys, or any other opening. 

Ventilation is' the controlled exchange of 
inside/outside air necessary for removing 
odors from household activities, including 
cooking, and furnace operation. 

What Causes Air Leakage 

WEATHER Weather influences air leakage in two ways. 
First, wind blowing directly on a wall forces air 
into the house through any available opening, 
while on the down-wind side of the house, 
warm air is sucked out. Second, because of 
temperature differences between the inside 
and outside, buoyant warm air rises to the top 
of the building, escapes, and is replaced by 
cold incoming air. 
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PEOPLE Everyone in the house should recognize that 
opening windows and doors, and operating 
ventilating fans in kitchens, bathrooms, and 
laundry rooms results in heat loss. Limiting 
these practices whenever possible will save 
on energy costs. 

How Air Leakage Affects Your House 

MOISTURE 

HEAT LOSS 

Source of Heat 

Air leakage lowers humidity levels in the 
winter and raises them in the summer. 
Bathing, washing, cooking, and normal res· 
piration and perspiration, as well as house 
plants, produce moisture inside your house 
and CAN serve to maintain a confortable 
humidity level in the winter. After tightening 
up your house you may have a higher winter 
indoor humidity. 

Air leakage is a burden on your furnace, for 
whenever warm air escapes, it is replaced by 
cold outside air which must be heated. In 
most houses, air infiltration requires the 
furnace to run far more often than when air 
leakage is reduced. The table below shows 
the extra costs of running the furnace to heat 
the infiltrating air in a typical Boston house 
(assuming one air change per hour). 

Furnace 
Efficiency Annual Cost 

Natural Gas 
Heating Oil 
Electric Resistance 

60% 
60% 

100% 

$180 
$340 
$650 

1980 Winter Heating Costs due to Infiltration for an Average 
Boston House. 

Benefits of "Tightening Up" Your House. 

Reduced Energy 
Costs 
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The simple measures described here are 
good investments for homeowners-initial 
costs are returned in a few years through 
lower fuel bills. Nationally, a reduction of 
infiltration rates in houses by 25% would 



Comfort 

Energy 
Conservation 

Structural 
Integrity 

Potential Risks. 

reduce peak power requirements, with mini
mum capacity savings to utilities of 10-15 
million kilowatts or an investment avoidance 
of $10-15 billion, which would otherwise be 
passed on to your fuel bil1s-

A sealed house is a more comfortable house. 
Keeping the cold air out will result in fewer 
drafts and cold wall surfaces and, in winter, 
will help to maintain a comfortable humidity 
level inside the house without using a humi
difier. Also, a house sealed against air 
infiltration will shut out noise-outside noises 
enter through the same leaks and cracks as 
infiltrating air. 

When a house is well sealed, you can lower 
your thermostat and save energy without 
decreasing comfort. A well sealed house also 
increases the effectiveness of attic insulation. 
If you are considering using solar energy, 
sealing air leaks is the necessary first step; by 
decreasing fuel needs, it lowers the size and 
cost of a solar system. 

An additional benefit in having a well sealed 
house is that moisture penetration into the 
walls is reduced, preventing structural dam
age. (It is for this reason that wall insulation 
should be installed only after the air leaks into 
the wall are sealed.) 

At the end of this booklet we include information on indoor air 
quality as it is affected by implementing energy conservation 
measures. Because reducing air leakage can lead to a buildup of 
indoor air pollutants, you will want to know how to insure an 
adequately ventilated house without sacrificing health, comfort, or 
energy savings. 
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GETTING STARTED 

Before undertaking a thorough job of tightening up your house, 
you need to look at its present condition and your own habits that 
may contribute to heat loss and high fuel bills. Here are some 
general recommendations: 

• Do a quick check of your house, making a list of the obvious 
leaks. 

• Fix any broken windows. (Don't forget basement windows.) 

• Make sure the fireplace damper is closed when fireplace is not 
in use. A pocket mirror held at an angle is an easy way of seeing 
the damper. 

• See that basement and attic doors are kept tightly closed. 
Leaving the basement door open creates a large updraft 
throughout the house. 

• Pull drapes at night to cut down on drafts. 

• Keep the track of sliding glass doors clean. Dirt here can throw 
the doors out of alignment, causing air leakage. 

• Teach everybody in the house the need for keeping doors and 
windows closed when heating or air conditioning equipment 
are operating. 

Now you are ready to make a thorough inspection of your house, 
locating all of the elusive small leaks. To effectively keep the heat in 
your house, you will have to seal these many small cracks. Again, 
keep a list of all cracks and leaks you find so you can caulk and 
repair these areas later. 
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FINDING THE LEAKS 

DRAFT 
DETECTOR 

WINDOW FAN 

A cold windy day is a good time to check for 
leaks. You will be able to find many leaks by 
feeling with your hand around windows and 
doors, or you can make a simple "draft 
detector" by clipping a piece of tissue paper 
or light plastic to a coat hanger. Hold the coat 
hanger in front of a suspected crack; any 
movement of the paper will indicate air 
leakage. 

A hand made draft gauge can find many 
leaky areas. (Canadian Dept. of Energy 
Mines and Resources) 

A more effective method for finding leaks is to 
"pressurize" the house with a window fan so 
that you can see exactly where the air is 
escaping. The materials you will need and the 
step· by-step procedure to follow are given 
below. Most of these materials can be bought 
at a good hardware store. 

A standard window fan. A model 20" in 
diameter with a high speed works well for 
most houses. A smaller fan should be suf
ficient for an apartment, and two fans may be 
required for a large leaky house. Such fans 
range in price from $25-$40. 

Plastic sheet. (6 mil polyethylene). You can 
get 200 square feet for four or five dollars. 
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Smoke sticks, either incense sticks (Chi
nese punk) or a glass tube which gives a 
steady smoke source. Addresses for ordering 
smoke sticks are given at the back of the 
booklet. 

Duct or masking tape and a pair of 
scissors_ 

Set-up Procedure 

Open the window and set the fan on the window sill or on the floor 
next to a sliding glass door. Cut enough plastic sheet to seal all 
openings around the fan as tightly as possible. 

Once the plastic is securely sealed in place, go around the house 
closing all windows and exterior doors, including attic and basement 
doors. Tape over any kitchen and bathroom exhaust vents, and 
close the fireplace damper. (If there is no damper, cut a piece of 
plastic and tape it over the fireplace opening.) 

Now that all known openings are closed, turn the fan on at high 
speed. Hold the smoke source up to any suspected leak or crack to 
see whether the smoke is blown out. Use the check list below for 
finding leaks and place a tape marker at each leak as you find it. 
Keep a list of the leaks you find; later you can go back, remove the 
tape, and seal the leaks. 

Where to Look 

WINDOWS AND 
DOORS 
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Use jJEsllC /;ere 

Check how tightly windows and doors seal 
when closed. Inspect the framing of the 
window. (Frames often shift, leaving cracks 
between the frame and the wall.) 



PIPES AND 
WIRES 

ELECTRICAL 
OUTLETS 

FOUNDATION 
SEAL 

MAIL CHUTES 

EXHAUST FANS 

ATTICS 

GARAGE 
DOORS 

Check any holes cut into the walls for pipes or 
electrical wiring. Pipes under sinks in kitchens 
and bathrooms are often poorly sealed into 
the floor or wall. 

Hold your draft gauge or smoke source up to 
electrical wall outlets to test for leakage. 
(Remember these outlets are just holes cut 
into the walls and are seldom sealed.) 

A major leakage area is around the founda
tion seal. Wherever different materials come 
together, they can shrink and pull apart, 
causing leaks. 

Don't overlook a mail chute in your front 
door. If the flap doesn't close tightly, a lot of 
cold air can be entering the house. (A little oil 
on the hinges is sometimes all that is needed 
to have them close properly.) 

Exhaust fans in the kitchen and bathroom 
should be sealed into the wall or ceiling. 
Making sure that the filter in your kitchen fan 
is kept clean means that odors and smoke 
move out more quickly and the fan can be 
turned off sooner. (Because fans quickly vent 
heated or cooled air out of your house, use 
them only when necessary.) 

Even if your house is insulated, it is especially 
important to check for attic leaks as air 
leaking from the house into the attic reduces 
the cost-effectiveness of attic insulation. 
There are many places to look, as discussed 
throughout this booklet. The attic door and 
around the chimney are often overlooked 
areas. Holes in the ceiling from pipes and 
electrical wires should be sealed. When 
working in the attic, place a board across the 
ceiling joists so you won't fall through the 
ceiling. 

Even though attached garages act as a buffer 
in preventing air from leaking into the house, 
doors connecting the house to the garage are 
often quite leaky. Check to see whether the 
bottom edge is adequately weatherstripped, 
and that it seals tightly. 
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SIDING CRACKS Split and broken siding will eventually cause 
substantial air leakage. Damaged siding 
should be replaced, but small cracks can 
simply be nailed closed. 

OLD CAULK All existing caulk and weatherstripping 
should be inspected. Even though these 
materials last many years, it is important to re
do them from time to time. 

Places to Look: 

Allie 
dCCes9 
door 

[/ednco/ 
Quflel '

~~;2j 

CrdWtpq('t 
door 

fhundt/loll seal 
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CHECK LIST OF HOUSE LEAKS 

o Basement windows 

o Basement ceiling-holes cut for wires and plumbing 

o Basement door/crawlspace access door 

o Heating ducts in crawl space 

o Exterior lights, electrical outlets, and water pipes 

o Baseboard molding 

o Windows-sashes, frames, and trim 

o Doors-mail slots and glass panels 

o Sliding glass doors 

o Fireplaces, dampers 

o Heating registers 

o Electrical wall outlets 

o Built-in cabinets in kitchen or bathroom 

o Window air conditioning units 

o Ceiling/wall light fixtures 

o Beam/drop ceilings 

o Attic floors-holes cut for wires and plumbing 

o Attic trap doors 

o Around chimneys 
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FIXING THE LEAKS 
Caulking and weatherstripping, easy to do and inexpensive, will 

effectively seal most leaks if done carefully. 

Caulking 

Caulk is a versatile sealant that can be used on almost any crack 
or small opening. There are dozens of caulking materials you can 
choose from. They differ in durability, adhesion, shrinkage and, 
naturally, cost. The table below will help you select which caulk is 
right for the job you have. Caulk can be applied with a caulking gun 
that uses disposable cartridges, or with a putty knife. The caulking 
gun costs a few dollars and lasts for years. Knife·grade caulk, 
applied with a putty knife, is used for wide cracks. 
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Caulking Materials 

Oil base the standard all purpose caulk, can be 
used on almost any surface, is in· 
expensive, but will shrink and harden 
with time. 

Latex a fast drying water based caulk which 
is durable, cleans up easily, and has 
little shrinkage. 

Silicone more expensive, and will last for many 
years. Can be used on most surfaces, 
but cannot be painted over. 

Butyl rubber used mainly between metal and brick 
or stone. Fairly expensive, it will last 
for years. 

Polyvinyl acetate fairly inexpensive, and can be used on 
any surface. 



How to Caulk 

Use a solvent or a small chisel to free area to be caulked of dirt, 
loose paint, and deteriorated !=au\k. Cut the nozzle of the cartridge 
at a 45° angle. Some cartridges have an inner seal that will need to be 
punctured with a long nail. When caulking, hold the gun parallel to 
the joint at a 45° angle. Large cracks should first be stuffed with 
oakum or similar packing material. 

Where to Caulk: 

Caulking Materials 

Where Two Different 
Materials Join 

Around Windows 

Outside Water Faucets 
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Weatherstripping 

Weatherstripping is applied around doors and the moveable parts 
of windows to insure a tight seal. When installing the spring metal 
type, care must be taken not to crush or damage the pieces. The 
drawings indicate where to install the weatherstripping; follow the 
manufacturer's directions for complete installation. 

Types of Weatherstripping 

Adhesive backed foam 

Spring metal 

Casement stripping 

Metal backed vinyl 

Felt 
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Weatherstripping Windows: 
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Weatherstripping Doors: 

Weatherstripping materials for doors are similar to those used for 
windows. Special weatherstripping is used for thresholds between 
door and floor, and for garage doors. Illustrations show the different 
types. 

Before weatherstripping your doors, it is important that they fit 
properly in their frame, without binding or sticking; so the first step 
is often truing the door. If the door sticks at top or bottom you must 
plane or sand the sticking edge. If the door binds or sags, the hinges 
may have worked loose, or the frame may have shifted. 

To tighten loose door hinges, remove the door and fill the worn 
screw holes with match sticks dipped in glue, or with steel wool. 
Replace the screws, and then the hinge should fit tightly. If the door 
still binds, use shims of cardboard under the hinge to allow the door 
to close. 

Adhesive Backed 
Foam 

. DOOR TOP VIEWS 

Rolled Vinyl with 
Metal Backing 

DOOR SIDE VIEWS 

Sweeps Door Shoe Vinyl Bulb 
Threshold 
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ADDITIONAL MEASURES 

STORM 
WINDOWS 

outside 

inside 

Storm Windows: 

; 

y~:>u can buy ready-made glass windows at a 
building supply store, or you can make your 
own storm windows out of inexpensive plastic 
sh~et and wood molding. Such storm win· 
dows are more effective when placed on the 
outside of the window but they can also be 
placed on the inside where they are simpler to 
install and remove and are protected from the 
weather. 

To make plastic storm windows for the 
outside, measure around the frame and buy 
the right length of 1/2" wooden molding. Place 
the plastic (6 mil polyethylene is sufficient) 
over the window frame, then tack the molding 
to hold it in place. Caulk all the way around 
the edge-of the molding to make a good seal. 
A staple gun is an inexpensive and useful tool 
for tacking. Making frames for outside plastic 
windows is usually not worth the extra 
effort-the plastic degrades, and lasts only a 
few winters. 

To make a plastic storm window for the inside 
of your window, cut a large enough piece of 
plastic to fit over the window frame, and use a 
good-quality masking tape or magic tape to 
seal it in place. (Keeping the tape out of direct 
sunlight will make it easier to remove later.) 
An alternative is to remove your screens and 
tape or sew a polyethylene cover on them, 
and re-install. Remove the covers in mild 
weather. 

-racK Slats 
to holc! plastrc 

Ll~~~@--=-~~ ~~do:lr<Nfe 
t/se l71i'!rfri79 

tflpe to sectll"e 
plan7c -To {fJI'/{/oilJ -/rallte --
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STORM DOORS 

WINDOW 
SHUTTERS 

FIREPLACES 

ATTIC 
BYPASSES 

ELECTRIC 
OUTLETS 

AIR 
CONDITIONERS 

FURNACES 
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Storm doors are available at building supply 
stores. Although difficult to construct your 
own, an alternative is to cover an outside 
screen door with polyethylene. 

Window shutters can further reduce heat 
loss. You can make simple ones for either the 
inside or outside of the window. The shutters 
can be mounted on the window frame with 
hinges or magnetic clips. (Shutters can be 
single or double panel, hinged or fully re
movable.) Shutters are only effective if you 
remember to use them. 

Every fireplace should have some type of 
effective damper. If there is an existing 
damper that is no longer functional, another 
method of sealing the flue should be con
sidered. A chimney-top damper is cheaper 
and easier to install than a conventional 
damper. It rests on the top of the chimney and 
is operated by a chain that runs down the 
chimney. Metal fireplace covers or glass 
doors are effective in preventing warm room 
air from escaping outdoors_ 

Inspect your attic for shafts around plumbing 
and wiring that often extend from the base
ment to the attic. Seal these openings with 
fibrous insulation. Any cracks or openings 
around the chimney should be sealed with 
non-flammable material, such as glass fiber 
insulation, which can be stuffed into the 
openings. 

Two devices are commercially available for 
preventing heat loss through electrical out
lets. One is a simple plug that is often used to 
keep children from sticking things in the 
outlet. The other and more effective measure 
is a foam gasket that is installed behind the 
outlet plate. 

Window- or wall-installed air conditioners 
provide a large opening for air to enter 
through. In the winter an air-tight cover 
should be mounted over the unit. 

Gas and oil-fired furnaces require air for 
combustion. Air is drawn into the burner and 
then exhausted out the flue. Furnaces typi-



DUCTS 

WINDBREAKS 

Windbreakers: 

cally cycle on and off during a heating period. 
During an off time, heat from the furnace 
continues to escape up the flue. There are 
two ways you can prevent this heat loss: 
replacing the burner with a more efficient 
retention head burner, or installing an auto· 
matic flue damper. The retention head burner 
for oil furnaces controls the amount of air 
drawn in by the furnace and effectively blocks 
air from going up the flue when the system is 
off. The automatic flue damper used in both 
oil and gas furnaces simply closes off the flue 
when the furnace has shut off. Avoid models 
that do not meet UL standards, and be 
certain that the damper is professionally 
mounted according to the manufacturer's 
instructions. 

Ducts are a frequently overlooked source of 
heat loss. If your heating or cooling ducts pass 
through unoccupied spaces, such as attics or 
crawlspaces, they should be well sealed with a 
flexible caulk and duct tape, and then 
wrapped with a batt of insulation. These 
should be checked often as some duct tapes 
don't hold well over time. (You can tell there is 
a problem with your sealing if after a month or 
so the insulation looks dirty or wet.) 

Fences, hedges, trees, garages, or sheds 
placed on the windward side of the house 
block the driving force of the wind and thus 
reduce air leakage. 

Trees, plantings, fences, and garages all block the wind from your 
house. 
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SEASONAL HOUSE CHECK 
Tightening a house is not a one-time project-your house is 

constantly changing as weather effects and small shifts in the house 
continually open up new cracks and leaks_ It is wise to go over your 
entire house twice a year, inspecting all the potential leaky areas_ In 
the fall, make sure everything is well sealed before the winter heating 
season_ In the spring it is important to look for damage done by 
winter weather- Specifically, 

In the Fall: 

Inspect all windows and doors to make sure caulking and 
weatherstripping are in good condition_ If caulk has dried and 
cracked, it should be scraped clean and redone. Weatherstripping 
should seal tightly against moving parts. Look for damaged or bent 
sections that need to be replaced. Remember, these materials are 
effective only when well maintained. 

Check to see that the fireplace damper hinge is operable and that 
the damper will close tightly when the fireplace is not in use. 

Replace the filter in your furnace several times during the 
operating season to allow heating system to operate more 
efficiently. 

In the Spring: 

Inspect windows and doors again for damaged caulk and 
weatherstripping and replace when necessary. It is important to 
keep an air -conditioned house well sealed against moisture-laden air 
during the summer months. 

Plant shrubs, hedges, or trees to shelter the house in winter and 
to act as a windbreak. 
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NEW CONSTRUCTION 
TECHNIQUES 

The techniques for controlling infiltration in new construction are 
much the same as for existing houses: plugging holes and cracks, 
weatherstripping, and giving attention to the tightness and quality of 
construction. A foam plastic sealant that can be squirted into a 
crack like shaving cream is now available; as it cures it expands 
slightly and thus ensures a tight seal. Plastic sheeting instead of 
paper or foil insulation backing is being increasingly used to provide 
a vapor barrier. 

itlSfJ/;;/;IlQ 
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Wall section showing vapor barrier detail. 
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INDOOR AIR QUALITY 
In the preceding sections, we have told you how to stop costly air 

leakage in your home. Obviously, some infiltration is necessary to 
provide oxygen for breathing and to allow common indoor air 
pollutants to be flushed out. As you follow the energy·conserving 
recommendations presented in this brochure, you are reducing 
energy waste by decreasing air leaks, but you are also reducing the 
number of paths through which indoor-generated pollutants 
normally escape. It is important to understand the various sources 
of indoor pollution in your house so that you can make intelligent 
decisions about how to prevent, remove, or control them without 
sacrificing the energy efficiency of your house and without adversely 
affecting your health, lifestyle, or comfort. 

Common Sources of Indoor Air Pollution 

All occupied houses have various sources of indoor air pollution. 
Humans (and their household pets) generate carbon dioxide, 
moisture, odors, and microbes simply through normal living 
processes. Other more important sources of indoor air pollution are 
combustion appliances (gas stoves, forced-air furnaces, unvented 
space heaters), building materials (used in construction, fur
nishings, and insulation), and soil under and around houses. Among 
the pollutants commonly found indoors are carbon monoxide, 
nitrogen dioxide, formaldehyde, radon, and respirable (fine) 
particles. The strategies used to control indoor air pollution depend 
on the specific pollutant or class of pollutants encountered, and 
differ somewhat depending on whether you are tightening up an 
existing house or designing and building a new house. Whenever 
possible, the first course of action should be to prevent or reduce 
pollutant emissions at the source. In most houses, control measures 
involve a combination of prevention, removal, and suppression 
actions. The listing that follows is to acquaint you with some of the 
common sources of pollution in your home, the specific pollutants 
emitted by each, and general control techniques. 

GAS STOVES/ 
COOKING 

20 

As a combustion appliance, gas stoves gen
erate harmful byproducts (carbon monoxide, 
nitrogen dioxide, formaldehyde, and respir
able particles). In addition, cooking itself can 
generate moisture and organic vapors. Range 
hoods are effective in removing these gas 
combustion products as well as other cooking 
fumes. Their use whenever the stove is being 
operated is highly recommended. If the stove 
is not ventilated mechanically, then slightly 
opening a nearby window while cooking will 
allow some of the pollutants to escape. These 
pollutant emissions can increase when gas 



FORCED-AIR 
FURNACES 

UNVENTED 
SPACE 
HEATERS 

PARTICLE
BOARD, 
PLYWOOD 

stoves go out of adjustment-typically sig
nalled by a yellow-tipped flame instead of a 
blue flame. You can call your local utility 
company for service information. 

Gas, coal, or oil forced-air furnaces, when 
operating properly, are not a significant 
source of indoor air pollution. A malfunc
tioning furnace, however, can be extremely 
dangerous. If the furnace exhaust flue is 
blocked or if the heat exchanger box is 
cracked, for example, carbon monoxide can 
escape into the house causing headaches, 
nausea, dizziness and, in extreme cases, even 
death. Furnace flues and heat exchangers 
should be checked annually by your local 
serviceman. Cracked heat exchangers are 
difficult to detect without a carbon monoxide 
analyzer, although not all service companies 
use one. At the time of annual safety checks, 
your serviceman should adjust the furnace for 
maximum energy efficiency. (Call your local 
utility for further information.) 

Unvented gas space heaters generate large 
quantities of combustion pollutants. Serious 
consideration should be given to replacing 
such heaters with a vented heating system. 
Otherwise, a nearby window should be kept 
open slightly when the heater is in use so that 
some of the pollutants can escape. In addi
tion, such space heaters should not be used at 
night unless absolutely necessary. Many 
nighttime deaths have occurred because of 
undetected high levels of carbon monoxide 
escaping from faulty unvented space heaters. 
As with other combustion appliances, un· 

. vented space heaters should be checked for 
safe operation and adjusted for maximum 
efficiency by your local serviceman. 

Many building materials used in furniture 
and in house construction contain urea
formaldehyde (UF) resins as glues. These 
resins slowly release formaldehyde into the 
indoor living space. Formaldehyde can cause 
eye irritation, headaches, and irritation of the 
lung tissue. Formaldehyde tends to be more 
of a problem in new houses whose con· 
struction materials contain fresh UF resin and 
in stn.lctures such as mobile homes which are 
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INSULATION 
MATERIALS 

RADON 
SOURCES 
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constructed with large amounts of formal
dehyde-based building materials_ After a year 
or two, formaldehyde emissions should de
crease substantially_ 

Asbestos and UF foam are two insulation 
materials that pose potential threats to 
human health, especially if improperly in
stalled. Asbestos is no longer used as an 
insulating material in new homes; however in 
older homes it may still be found, sometimes 
in walls and attics but usually around pipes or 
furnaces. Asbestos fibers and formaldehyde 
from UF foam can migrate into the living 
space through leaks and cracks in the walls 
and ceiling. Caulking all leaks and cracks in 
the interior surfaces of the house help to 
inhibit this migration. Evidence is now avail
able that asbestos can cause cancer. If you 
have asbestos insulation in your home now, 
you should seriously consider having it 
professionally sealed (removal could stir up 
more asbestos and pose an even greater 
danger). 

The earth under and around buildings, as well 
as materials such as concrete and stone, 
contain radium, a naturally-occurring radio
active material. Radium decays to form 
radon, a gas that can enter buildings from 
these sources or, in some cases, from 
domestic water or gas. Radon itself is radio
active and decays to radioactive radon 
"daughters," which, when inhaled, can attach 
to the lung and may cause cancer. We know, 
for example, that miners who were exposed 
to high concentrations of radon daughters 
exhibit a higher incidence of lung cancer than 
the general population. Radon concentra
tions in houses, while significantly lower than 
in mines, vary over a wide range. Typical 
indoor exposures are thought to increase the 
risk of lung cancer slightly, particularly in 
houses that have elevated radon levels; such 
houses have been identified in certain areas of 
the United States. In most cases, these 
houses were built on uranium mining land or 
phosphate-reclaimed land or in areas where 
domestic water is drawn from a well dug in 
granitic soil. On occasion, high radon levels 
have been found in houses located in other 
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geographical areas in the U.S. When such 
houses are identified, as part of governmental 
programs or otherwise, remedial action may 
be recommended. 

Cleaning products, polishes, glues, and paints 
belong to a class of products that emit a wide 
variety of pollutants which are just beginning 
to be investigated. The labels of consumer 
products usually have warnings that they 
should be used only in well ventilated spaces, 
and these warnings should be followed. If 
possible, use these products outdoors. If not, 
open windows and doors during use to allow 
the chemicals emitted to escape. As a 
precautionary measure, it is wise to leave 
windows and doors open after use, as well. In 
most cases, lingering odors signal the pres· 
ence of chemical pollutants but the lack of 
odor is not always a reliable indicator of 
acceptable air quality. Because leaving win· 
dows and doors open while using heating or 
cooling equipment wastes energy, it is wise to 
use such products when heating or cooling 
needs are low-during the day in colder 
weather or during the evening in warm 
weather. (Note: The above generalized reo 
commendations are meant to supplement the 
manufacturer's directions and are not meant 
to replace them. Manufacturer's directions 
should be followed at all times.) 

Bathrooms are a source of odors and mois· 
ture. Moisture buildup can cause paint to 
degrade and promote the growth of mold. 
Moisture and odor problems can be reduced 
by using a ceiling exhaust fan. Such fans can 
be wired so that they operate automatically 
when the bathroom light is on. 

A car running in a garage attached to your 
house can cause such pollutants as lead, 
carbon monoxide, and nitrogen dioxide to 
enter the house. Running your car engine in 
attached or enclosed garages should be kept 
to a minimum. Carbon monoxide emissions 
from a running car can be extremely dan· 
gerous and can cause death if allowed to build 
up in an enclosed space. 

Tobacco smoke is known to increase the 
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smoker's chance of getting lung cancer. 
Side stream smoke, the smoke not inhaled by 
the smoker, is a major source of indoor air 
pollution. It can cause irritation of the eyes, 
nose, and throat, as well as coughing, 
headaches, and nausea. It can cause more 
severe reactions in infants and children, as 
well as persons with allergies, lung disease or 
heart disease. Increasing ventilation by open
ing a window, or using air filters can reduce 
the pollution from cigarette smoke. Smoking 
outdoors is perhaps the simplest solution. 

Control Strategies 

In addition to the preventive strategies suggested above, other 
measures are available, as described below. 

Energy-Efficient Ventilation_ Increasing ventilation is one 
remedy for controlling most indoor air pollution. Some of the more 
energy-efficient ways to ventilate all or part of your house are given 
below. 

SPOT 
VENTILATION 

WINDOWS 

WHOLE-HOUSE 
FANS 
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One ventilation method, previously referred 
to, is described as "spot ventilation." This 
type of ventilation uses exhaust fans and is 
appropriate for pollution sources that are 
confined to a particular location (bathroom) 
or appliance (gas stove). Not only are exhaust 
fans used only while pollutants are being 
emitted (a few hours a day for a gas range 
hood) but they remove pollutants before they 
can migrate to the rest of the house. 

In mild weather, when heating and cooling 
systems are turned off, opening windows can 
provide adequate ventilation without wasting 
energy. Open windows can also substitute for 
exhaust fans. Unlike exhaust fans, an open 
window allows pollutants to diffuse through
out the house; nevertheless, for houses that 
do not have built-in exhaust fans, opening a 
window in the bathroom while showering or in 
the kitchen while cooking is an alternate 
solution. 

In warm weather or warm climate zones, a 
whole-house fan can cool and ventilate your 
house much less expensively than an air 
conditioner. A whole-house fan is usually set 
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into the ceiling or in a window where 'it 
exhausts warm house air. Such fans produce 
comfortable conditions in houses even when 
the outside temperature is above 80°F. The 
fan should be covered or removed in the 
winter. 

Another type of mechanical ventilation sys
tem - not yet common in U.S. residences -
employs an air-to-air heat exchanger which, 
in winter, preheats the cold incoming (out
side) air by transferring heat from the warm 
outgoing (inside) air such that 50-80% of the 
energy normally lost in the exhaust aIr is 
recovered. (This process works in reverse in 
the summer air-conditioning season.) Such a 
system can be used very effectively in houses 
that have been tightened since, in most cases, 
they bring in sufficient air to flush out indoor 
pollutants, and they do so without sacrificing 
the energy-efficiency of your house. A me
chanical ventilation system with an air-to-air 
heat exchanger can be installed in a number 
of ways: in walls or windows, or as part of a 
central air system. 
Wall- and window-mounted units are the 
easiest to install. This type of installation 
resembles that of a window air conditioner. 
Unless there is good air movement through
out the house, however, a heat exchanger 
may ventilate only the room in which it is 
installed. Two or more may be required for a 
large house. The estimated cost (1980) is 
about $250 per unit without installation. 

Window-mounted heat exchanger 

---__ 1,/ 

Some mechanical ventilation systems with 
heat exchangers are intended to ventilate the 
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entire house. Installation costs vary widely 
depending on the amount of duct work to be 
installed. The estimated cost (1980) is be
tween $250 and $800 without duct work. 

Pollutant Filters_ Filtering the air is another mechanism for 
reducing air pollution levels indoors. Many appliances incorporate 
filters (e.g., furnaces and air conditioners often use fiberglass filters 
for. particle removal and range hoods have metal mesh filters for 
grease removal). These filters need to be cleaned or changed 
regularly in order to maintain their effectiveness. For the smaller, 
more harmful particles and for various other indoor air pollutants, 
many commercial filtration systems are available. Those described 
below are stand-alone units that can be found in most large 
appliance stores_ Some can be incorporated into existing residential 
duct systems. 

ELECTRONIC 
AIR 

FIBER FILTERS 

CHARCOAL 
FILTERS 

DEHUMIDIFIERS 

Electronic air filters, often called electrostatic 
precipitators, are very efficient at removing 
particles from the air. They are especially 
useful in homes where occupants smoke and 
combustion appliances are used. A typical 
unit is approximately 2 ft3 and can be placed 
anywhere in the house. 

Particle filtering units using high-efficiency 
fiber filters also remove particles from the air 
and are used much the same as electrostatic 
precipitators. While somewhat cheaper than 
electronic air filters, these units require more 
maintenance and are not as efficient. 

Charcoal filters are usually incorporated in 
the above units but also can be purchased as 
freestanding units. Previously designed for 
removing indoor odors, they may also be 
effective in removing nitrogen dioxide, for
maldehyde, and certain organic chemicals 
common to houses. 

Dehumidifiers are very effective in removing 
excess moisture from the air. Again, they can 
be placed wherever moisture is a problem, 
and can be used as needed. 

Do you have an indoor air quality problem? 

Several warning signs can alert you to the possible presence of 
high levels of air pollution in your home: 
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• A musty smell, stuffiness, or noticeable, lingering odors 
• Moisture problems (mold or heavy water condensation on 

windows) 
• Frequent headaches, watery eyes, nausea or fatigue among 

occupants. 

If these problems are not alleviated by employing the remedies 
described above, you can call the nearest office of the Environ
mental Protection Agency or your municipal public health de
partment. Alternatively, you might be able to pay an analytical 
chemistry testing laboratory that can make direct measurements of 
air pollutant levels in your house. (Check the yellow pages of your 
telephone directory under "Laboratories-Testing" or "Labora
tories-Analytical. ") 
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MORE INFORMATION 

A number of good books on how to weatherize your house are 
available at local bookstores. You can write for the following two 
books at the addresses given. 

Housing and Urban Development, U.S. Department, In the 
Bank ... or Up the Chimney? Government Printing Office, Washing· 
ton, D.C. 20402 (1975) $1.70. 

Energy, Mines, and Resources, Canadian Dept. of, Keeping the 
Heat In, P.O. Box 900 Westmount Postal Station, Montreal, 
Quebec, Canada H322V1 (1976) free. 

For more information on indoor air quality the following 
two reports are available: 

C.D. Hollowell, et al., Impact of Reduced Infiltration and Ventilation 
on Indoor Air Quality in Residential Buildings, LBL Report·8470, 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, CA, 94720. 

A.V. Nero, Indoor Radiation Exposures from Radon and its 
Daughters, A View of the Issue, LBL Report-10525, Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, CA, 94720. 

For a detailed report on air leaks in residences, write: 

D. T. Harrje, et al., Isolating the Building Thermal Envelope, Center 
for Energy and Environmental Studies, Princeton, NJ 08544. 

Air Current Tube #80902166 National Draeger, Inc. Parkway View 
Drive, Pittsburg, PA 15205 
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LEGAL NOTICE 

This book was prepared as an account of work 
sponsored by an agency of the United States 
Government. Neither the United States Govern
ment nor any agency thereof, nor any of their 
employees, makes any warranty, express or im
plied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility 
for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of 
any information, apparatus, product, or process 
disclosed, or represents that its use would not 
infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein 
to any specific commercial product, process, or 
service by tmde name, trademark, manufacturer, 
or otherwise, does not necessarily constitute or 
imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favor
ing by the United States Government or any agency 
thereof. The views and opinions of authors ex
pressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect 
those of the United States Government or any 
agency thereof. 
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